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David Nofbfook, Writing the English Republic: Poetry,
Rhetoric and Politics, 1627-1660. Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1999. Pp. xiii + 509. $64.95.
Reviewed by Jennifer Andersen, California State
University, San Bernardino
n Writing the EngHsh public, David Norbrook tecovers a large body
of forgotten or rarely-read seventeenth-century writing and links it
to more "canonical" literary works by authors like Andrew Marvell
Miajohn Milton. But his sometimes vague, sometimes dogmatic classification of
"republican literature" leaves the reader wondering whether such a category is
indeed useful within the context of seventeenth-century literature. Republican
ideas usually strike historians of Stuart England as perplexing and anomalous
because of their incompatiblity with other permanent features of the political
landscape. Norbrook distinguishes his treatment of republicanism from those of
J. G. A Pocock, Blair Worden, and others who have tended to see republican
culture "as a response to, rather than a significant "influence on" the revolution
of 1649" (5). How does he set about to identify seventeenth-century English
republican literature and establishits 'influence on' the revolution of 1649? Three
major tests are proposed; the citation of central republican manifestoes; location
in a linear development of political opposition to Charles I and association with
/"p)
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factions or networks involved with parliament or the commonwealth government;
and participation in an emergent public sphere by means of republican speech
acts.
Norbrook invokes distinctive scriptures andliterary motifs of the republican
canon throughout his study to flag republican thinking. Lucan, livy, and
Machiavelli on ancient Rome are the mainstays. Like Hobbes, Norbrook suggests
that reading the classics of republican Roman literature fueled seventeenth-century
rebellion against the monarchy. Allusions to Lucan's Pharsalia, the foundational
epic of the republican tradition, for example, can be foimd again and again
amongst leading Parliamentarians. Translations of the Pharsalia in the early
seventeenth century identify the absolutist Catholic empire with Augustan
imperialism and Protestant "monarchical republics" with the Roman republic.
The years of Stuart peace and personal rule sawan emphasis on Augustan poetics
on the model of Virgil and Horace. Opposition to such court poetry emerges in
an anti-Augustan poetics modeled on Lucan's PSana/w which inverts conventions
of Virgil's Aeneid'. instead of locating political salvation in individuals, forinstance,
responsibility rests with a virtuous citizenry. Parliamentarians like Thomas May
developed the tradition of Lucan to oppose and question Augustanism, and
Cowley in turn attempted to reappropriate Lucan for monarchists in Civil War.
Thus Norbrook sees in the reception and appropriation of Lucan's Pharsalia the
emei^ence of secular (anti-absolutist) and religious (anti-clerical, anti-Catholic)
republicattism.
Images from these republican scriptures, argues Norbrook, recur in the
works of seventeenth-century republicans. In contrast to monarchical beauty
appears the republican sublime. While monarchical beauty blinds and bedazzles
the spectator with royal ceremony, the sublimity of republicanism points to what
lies beyond the available means of understanding: its revolutionary political
notions. The trope of lightning, for example, violently transcending the laws of
nature, is emblematic of the necessary violence of revolution and its forward
looking principles, tragically ahead of history and ahead of their time.
Architectural tropes afford ways of expressing how conflict, or continually
countervailing forces and pressures can actually contribute to the stability of
political institutions rather than tear them apart. Such images therefore propound
the idea that political salvation lies in the common good and is not dependent on
the heroic actions of individuals. Here Stuart historians and even literary
historians nught demur that such imagery also occurs in the literature of royalists,
Presbyterians and Independents.
If translations and interpretationsof Lucan and Livy establish that republican
forms of government were undoubtedly thinkable in mid-seventeenth-century
England, the constitutional crises of these years explain the urgent need to explore
them. Norbrook's ten chronologically ordered chapters covering 1630 to 1660
recotmt growing opposition to Charles, the civil war, regicide, interregnum and
restoration. Norbrook's reconstruction of micro-political contexts for republican
texts is perhaps the most valuable aspect of his book. For here he situates the
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deployment of tepublican rhetoric in specific contexts of political propagandizing
and strategizing. Here he reconstructs networks and coteries that shared a
republican dialect and suggests the particular contexts in which republican
language supplied a needed rhetorical advantage or sense of legitimacy. The
appeal to republican rhetoric in the context of diplomacy with Holland or Ireland,
for example, suggests how it provided a convenient rhetoric of legitimacy and
justification after the regidde.
The attempt to link political reading and thought with political action is
problematic and less persuasive. The crux of this equation is Norbrook's adoption
of J. L. Austin's speech-act theory in the manner of Quentin Skinner (10).
Norbrook goes a step further than asserting that republican ideas were thinkable
and its rhetorics deployed, suggesting also that their very publication constituted
political acts and that this literary culture was capable of influencing politics.
Norbrook posits an early seventeenth-century "demand for something like a full
public sphere" (58) when private men insisted on a public voice. While Charles
dissolved Parliament in 1629 to muzzle the growing criticism of the arcana imperii
and the clamors forwar against Catholic Europe, 1640s London provides the basis
of a strong public sphere through institutions such as Parliament and St. Paul's
which function as centers or media for the diffusion of public discourse. As Joad
Raymond and others have suggested, however, the defining characteristics of
Habermas's public sphere— reason, inclusiveness, and disinterestedness — ill fit
the realities of seventeenth-century public debate. Legal and economic constraints
on the printing trade, restrictive access according to social status, and a lack of
consensus about what defined reason all limited the capacity of seventeenthcentury literary culture to operate through a Habermasian public sphere. Milton
may have been a Habermasian avant ia lettre, but this applies to theoretical
aspirations rather than actual circumstances.
Norbrook's various approaches toidentifying republicanism achieve varying
success. The categories or boxes that he constructs to identify elements of
republican belief are perhaps at once too rigid and not intricate enough; too rigid
in that they do not allow for the possibility of osmosis or overlap with other
contemporary political stances; not intricate enougji in that Norbrook would do
well to distinguish between positive or activist republicans, philosophical or
intellectual republicans, pragmatic republicans, and default republicans. In general,
republican rhetoric and identity in this period appear to be more contradictory,
less coherent, more diluted in the stew of surrrounding ideas and beliefs, than
Norbrook presents them.
Despite Norbrook's intentions, republicanism emerges from this analysis
looking more like a reactive phenomenon (anti-absolutist, anti-Augustan, antiepiscopal, anti-Hapsburg) than the pro-active phenomenon he asserts. Despite his
intentions, republicanism is frequently defined more by what it opposes than by
what it stands for; as Sean Kelse/s work points out, moreover, republicanism's
negative and positive components ate common to many other elements of early
modem English culture. Historians will no doubt have reason to carp at
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Norbrook's Whiggery in suggesting modernity's mid-seventeenth-century birth,
or still birth. Norbrook has set about to recover a tradition of republican literature
allegedly neglected by literary history in the twentieth century but familiar to
Wordsworth, Coleridge, and Southey (7). Was this tradition, one wonders, merely
familiar to nineteenth-century poets and thinkers, or constructed by them?
Norbrook's book might moreproperly havepursued a study ofnineteenth-century
England's republican literary tradition,especially considering the omnipresence in
it of the Burkean sublime.

J. Douglas Canfield, Heroes and States: On the Ideology of
Restoration Tragedy. Lexington; University Press of
Kentucky, 2000. Pp. xvii + 249. $39.95.
Reviewed by Melissa Mowry, Moorhead State University
Heroes and States is Canfield's long-awaited companion piece to his Tricksters and
Estates: On the Ideology ofRestoration Comedy (University Press of Kentucky, 1979).
Here Canfield elaborates and investigates the claim in his earlier work that
"Restoration tragedy,...remains essentially conservative, reaffirming aristocratic
ideology in the teeth of challenges—^until the Glorious Revolution called forth a
new bourgeois ideology" (1). Moving through an impressive range of dramatic
texts from the late Stuart and early Georgian period, Canfield's study will provide
a useful guide for students and scholars alike through the complex ways in which
late Stuart and early Georgian governments used the theater to buttress a more or
less besieged patriarchal state.
Canfield appropriately situates his study within a growing and important
body of literary criticism that explores and illuminates the complex relationship
between cultural representation and cultural ideology, including: Michael McKeon
Orifftts ofthe English Novel (Baltimore:Johns Hopkins University Press,1987), Laura
Brown EndsofEmpire: Women and Ideoloyy in Eary Eighteenth-Centuty EnglishLiterature
(Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1993) and Richard Braverman, Plots and
Counterplots; Sexual Politics and the Body Politic in English Literature, 1660-1730
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993). To Canfield's own provenance,
we might add Paula Backscheider's Spectacular Politics: Theatrical Power and Mass
Culture in Earfy Modem England (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins UP, 1993) and Tim
Harris's London Crowds in the Rei^ of Charles TI (Cambridge: Cambridge UP 1987).
It is also worth mentioning that insofar as Canfield's study recognizes that
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"bourgeois ideology freezes out radical potentialities," his argument intersects with
important feminist historiography and theory, most notably, Carol Pateman's
critique of Enlightenment social contract theory. The Sexual Contract (Stanford;
Stanford University Press, 1988) and Rachel Weil's, recently published. Political
Passions: Gender, the Fantily and PodtiealArgument in England, 1680-1714 (Manchester:
Manchester University Press, 1999).
Not surprisingly, Canfield's critical lens and aesthetic criteria derives from
George Luckas (courtesy Terry Eagleton) where the "great work" is one capable
of capturing "precisely the conflicts of their time and place, the larger issues,
power struggles,and real concrete relations of their historical moment" (x). More
dian Backscheider or Harris, Canfield works to engage specifically dominant, here
expliddy state-generated, ideology^<»vBraverman. But Canfield's real contribution
to the study of Restoration drama and die study of Restoration cultureis his ability
to graft his aesthedc principles onto a more shrewd and supple account of culture
as a site of conflict and contest. "Restoration tragedy" Canfield argues,"features
the values of the ruling class brought under attack not so much by oppositional
values clearly and fairly expressed but by opposites generated within the system
itself as transgressive of established order" (1). Insofar as Canfield's study
recognizes the way emergent "bourgeois ideology freezes out radical potentialities:
real equality, and power for women or for classes lower than the upper middle
class," Heroesand States mikes an important contribution to the growing consensus
that while Enlightenment culture touted the ideals of liberty and democracy, it
made those ideals available to a very small portion of the population.
Canfield organizes his study into seven "heuristic categories" defined both
according to genre and theme: "Heroes and States: Heroic Romance," "Villains
and States: Romantic Tragedy," "Fathers and Sons: Political Tragedy," "States of
Mind: Personal Tragedy," "Apocalypse Now: Tragical Satire," "States and Estates:
Tragicomic Romance," and "Dramatic Shifts: Shifting Tropes of Ideology in
Revolutionary Tragedy." Among the insightful interpretations these distinctions
allow Canfield to explore, perhaps the most important is the one that organizes the
book's first chapter: patriarchal political ideology organizes lateral relationships as
well as hierarchical relationships. Too often forgotten by scholars of the
Restoration, Canfield's insight and his application of that insight, particularly to
Dryden's Conquest of Granada offer welcome contributions to our imderstanding
of imagined social relations during the late Stuart period.
Of particular interest in the first two chapters is the emerging argument that
Restoration drama allowed the crown to express a much more emphatic version
of monarchical absolutism than other "state-apparatuses" allowed, though
Canfield does not always make this point explicit. Commenting on Orrery's
Tra^efy of Mustapha, the Son of Socman the Magnificent (1665), Canfield writes,
"Orrery's monarchism would seem to be as absolute as Charles II or even Louis
XTV could want" (33). One of the most distinctive feature of the Restoration's
early years is the way in which loyalists took an ameliorative approach when they
described royal authority, particularly during the regicide trials when the presiding
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justice conceded Parliament's claim that the King was subject to the law. The fact
that theater productions took a harder line on this matter reveals, as Canfield
suggests, that the culture itself was riven with contradictions and uneasy
compromises. It also reveals that Stuart partisans, if not the state itself, were
looking for ways to supplement the monarchy's official authority.
Far and away, Heroes and Stated middle three chapters are the study's most
evocative. For here we be^ to see the implications of Canfield's argument that
patriarchal ideology was an ideology under stress. In these chapters, "States of
Mind," "Apocalypse Now," and "States and Estates," Canfield shows how
Restoration dramas worked to bring patriarchalism home to its audiences by
transforming "feudal transgression[s] into the bourgeois fantasy of the private,"
making political responsibility a matter of individual obligation (75). Canfield's
final chapter takes up dramatic form in the wake of1688. Here he contends that
the "change in ideology, unlike the change in social history, is a rather sudden
transformation" (145) and that dramatic form was at the avant-garde of social
change that would secure a masculinist political paradigm for England's emerging
bourgeoisie (146).
Because it claims to situate drama within the political conflicts that
dominated the period it considers. Heroesand Stated might have been strengthened
further by integrating some of the newer political historiography of the period,
including the work of Gary S. De Krey, Tim Harris, and Nicholas Rogers.
Nonetheless, at its heart. Heroes and States is a literary critical study, and it fulfills
its aim admirably. One cannot leave Heroes and States without recognizing
Canfield's profoundly expansive familiarity with late Stuart and early Georgian,
drama. His knovsdedge of texts and dramatic contexts is rare and among the
things that makes this study such a valuable contribution to the field.

Mary Baine Campbell, Wonder and Science: Imagining
Worlds in Early Modern Europe. Ithaca and London:
Cornell University Press, 1999. Pp. xiv + 366. $35.
Reviewed hy Jan Golinski, University of New Hampshire
Aristotle said, "it is owing to their wonder that men...philosophize." Modern
philosophers have tended to disparage the role of wonder in the making of
knowledge, but thinkers of the early-modern period understood its power as an
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emotional response to new things and an incentive to embrace them within the
framework of what was known. Mary Baine Campbell's new book joins other
recent works, such as Stephen Greenblatt*s Marvelous Possessions, and Lorraine
Daston and Katherine Park's Wonders and the Order of Nature,in rethinking the role
of the exotic and the marvelous in early-modern knowledge. In this era, as the
German naturalist Conrad Gesner wrote, "Columbus and others...discovered as
it were another world, in which such remarkable wonders have been disclosed and
discovered and described and brought back to us." Extraordinary things of all
kinds were witnessed and recounted by travelers to the newly discovered lands;
many objectswere brought back to be studied and displayed by European virtuosi.
As Campbell puts it, "more poured in than had been dreamed of in anyone's
philosophy, and wonder poured out to meet it" (6). Far from being an
"epistemological drag"—an emotional obstacle to knowledge—wonder was, as she
shows, productive of new approaches to the natural and hxunan worlds.
Campbell's book offers a rich sampling of the epistemological plethora of
this age. She surveys narratives of "other worlds," both factual and fictional,
written in English or French in the period from 1550 to 1700. Her readings of the
texts are subde and morally engaged, her own prose is consistendy delightful, and
the volume is attractively illustrated. The book makes its case that wonders
overflowed the boundaries of knowledge in this period by joyfully transgressing
the disciplinary confines of our own age. Among the texts discussed are explorers'
accounts, ethnographic writings, fantasy fiction, and scientific descriptions of
telescopic and microscopic observations. The Utopian tradition is explicidy
excluded, however, since the author finds it too moralistic and conventional for
her purposes. Her opening chapter examines sixteenth-century narratives of
encounters with the New World and its people, by Andre Thevet, French royal
cosmographer, and by the English mathematician Thomas Hariot, whose prose
was accompanied by the images of Theodor de Bry. The analysis establishes many
of the central topics of the study: how wonder was evoked in descriptive prose,
how narrative authority was constructed, and how native people were squeezed
into European categories of understanding. In forging these techitiques, the texts
of the sixteenth century stood behind both the novel and later works of
anthropological description. The traffic between the two genres is taken up again
in the final three chapters, which move forward to the late seventeenth century.
There, Campbell discusses the ethnographic writings of John Bulwer, whose
Anthropometamorphosis (1650) surveyed techniques of bodily adornment among the
world's peoples, and Joseph Lafitau, the French Jesuit whose studies of the
Iroquois became anthropological classics. These works are compared with Aphra
Behn's exotic novel, Oroonoko (1688), and with the fraudulent autobiography of the
pretended Formosan, George Psalmanazar. Notwithstanding the ontological
differences between factual, fictional, and fraudulent narratives, Campbell argues
persuasively for their sharing of literary tropes and themes.
In the central chapters, Campbell explores wonderful new worlds evoked by
scientific and fictional texts of the seventeenth century. Again, she draws out
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compatisons between wotks of different genres. The topic of the plurality of
worlds links Giordano Bruno's speculative philosophy with Galileo's description
of his telescopic observations and Kepler's dream vision of a journey to the moon,
Somnium (1634). Francis Godwin's lunar fantasy, The Man in the Moon (1638), is
compared with Cyrano de Bergerac's T'autre monde (1657). Margaret Cavendish's
philosophical novel. Description of a New World, calledtheBlasfng-World (1666) is read
in suggestive conjunction with Robert Hooke's catalogue of microscopic
observations, Micrographia (1665). Campbell discerns a kind of eroticism of visual
detail informing Hooke's work, and she contrasts this with Cavendish's
psychological identification with the objects of her own imaginative vision. These
comparisons are intriguing, but it remains a htde hard to say what general picture
they suggest. In contrast with Daston and Park's book, for example, Campbell's
discussion does not yield a readily identifiable thesis about the role of wonder in
seventeenth-century science. She tends to overstate the hostility to wonders in the
tradition of natural philosophy inspired by Francis Bacon. Bacon's condescension
to wonder as "broken knowledge" (which Campbell quotes) is offset by his remark
elsewhere diat it is "the seed of knowledge." Remarkable and unique phenomena
were hailed by the English philosopher as examples of "nature erring"; they were
collected with gusto by Baconian investigators as instances of the "preternatural."
Daston and Park accord a fundamental importance to this category of
seventeenth-century philosophy for its focus on the epistemologjcal importance
of singular facts—in other words, for its prototypical empiricism. Their analysis
suggests a line of descent for experimental science from early-modern
compilations of wonders that Campbell overlooks.
Wonder and Science ends on the threshold of the eighteenth century, when,
Campbell remarks, wonder became more contained and the divisions between
textual genres more secure. The experience of wonderful things continued to be
offered, however, in shows and spectacles that also laid claim to scientific status.
The interest in the marvelous and the exotic was gratified by many works of
ostensibly factual reporting, describing, for example, monsters, mechanical
marvels, and life on other planets. The history of wonderful knowledge, and the
manifold exchanges between factual narratives and fictions, could be continued
into the century of enlightenment. Readers of this journal could be inspired by
Campbell's marvelous book to carry forward her exploration of its themes.
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Joseph M. Levine, Between the Ancients and the Moderns:
Baroque Culture in Restoration England. New Haven and
London: Yale University Press, 2000. Pp. xvi + 279.
$45.00.
Reviewed by Jack Lynch, Rutgers University, Newark
In June 1988, Gary Trudeau's Doonesbuty depicted mass celebration in Times
Square prompted by a newspaper's banner headline: "COLD WAR OVER: WE
WON!" Trudeau's absiurdly reductive declaration is unmistakably satirical, but
many scholarly discussions of the quenlk des anciens et des modemeshave been hardly
more sophisticated:"QUERELLE OVER: MODERNS WIN!" The traditional
accounts of the quarrel and the battle of the books teach us that two camps
squared off—^unambiguous ancients on one side, unambiguous moderns on the
other—and that the latter emerged unambiguously victorious. But Joseph Levine,
one of our most learned commentators on the quarrel, questions not only its
outcome—he calls it "finally a draw in vdiich the field was pretty much divided"
—but even vdiether there were two clearly demarcated sides to begin with.
Betiveen theAncients and theModems is a sound historicist examination of the cultural
and intellectual contexts of the "broad and sometimes boisterous argument that
broke out between the ancients and the moderns" (vii).
Levine takes pains to insist that the quarrel was more than a recondite critical
debate: he finds "everyone.. .profoundly concerned about the authority of classical
antiquity," and his book is an attempt to explain the widespread "obsession with
this single overriding problem" (vii-viii). Where many critics have focused on the
zealots on either side, he insists the most important figures of the Restoration were
more moderate, more equivocal, or more conflicted—sometimes all three at
once—-about the ancient and modern worlds than they have been made out to be.
And where writers Uke R.R Jones and Miriam Starkman led us to see anciennetS as
a lost cause, Levine suggests that both antiquity and modernity remained
important and productive elements of English thought at least through the end of
the seventeenth century.
He prosecutes thisargument in a series of case studies: two chapters on John
Evelyn, four onJohn Dryden, three on the Sieur de Saint-Evremond, and two on
Christopher Wren. These four fuU-length portraits are complemented by many
miniatures and cameos, particularly of Temple, Wotton, Rymer, Dennis, Gildon,
the Perraults, CorneiUe, Boileau, and Racine. Together, they add up to a
description—^not comprehensive,but perhaps representative—of baroque poetry,
drama, opera, criticism, aesthetic theory, and architecture. "Baroque," of course,
is a troublesome term in an English context, as Levine himself confesses: "I am
not at all sure that the label "baroque'...is very helpful"; he uses it "in a restricted
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sense to mean simply the tension that occurred between modernity and ancienneti'
(viii-ix).
Each case study begins with a summary of its subject's life and works,
followed by a careful explication of the stereotypically "ancient" and
stereotypically "modern" elements of each man's thought, and then some
consideration of how the two were reconciled. Of Evelyn, for instance, hewrites,
"In everything his guide had been antiquity and the classical padeia, though to be
sure it was always an antiquity...adapted to modem life" (22). He contrasts the
proud modernism of the Essay ofDramatick Poesie with Dryden's ever-increasing
fascination with and respect for the ancients shown in the late translations. SaintEvremond, more modern than Dryden, still admitted that "I contradict my self
sometimes" (115). Wren, too, is "a modern.. .with respect to the new
mathematical and experimental philosophy, although equivocal.. .with regard to
literature and the arts" (174).
The best passages in the book compare the rhetoric of critical
pronouncements, both public and private, with artistic productions. An artist
faces questions of imitation in a way a theorist does not,and tensions are therefore
inevitable in any practitioner who ventures to expound a coherent theory. While
a dabbler like Temple could afford to be dogmatically ancient, Dryden and Wren
had to reconcile their theory with their practice. So Dryden's support for
modernity drew much of its energy from imitation of the ancients, while Wren
"certainly valuedclassical imitation, but needed freedom to accommodate his own
buildings to the practical exigencies of time and'place" (188). Other types of
complications are also expounded. Levine reminds us, for example, that even the
more zealous partisans on one side or the other borrowed arguments and
strategies from their rivals:"Again and again," he writes, "the moderns were ready
to employ classical precedent in their favor" (155). And of course the ancienneti of
many seventeenth-century writers hardly seems "ancient" to us today; their
antiquity, no doubt like ours, was inevitably distorted and filtered through their
own very modern concerns.
No book is without flaws. Levine's comments on the division of the spoils
between the two parties, in which the ancients come away with the belkslettns and
the moderns the newly emerging sciences, are both sketchy and conventional; a
more detailed drawing of the post-Restoration map of learning would have been
welcome. There is sometimes more straightforward summary than necessary.
And though the book is admirably short on typos and other printing errors, Yale
University Press has left the eighteen black-and-white illustrations dark and
muddy.
Such surface errors do little, however, to reduce the worth of the project.
It is not a paradigm-shifting book: there are few surprises and few grand
formulations. But it is a useful and informed work of scholarship, well written,
well documented, and well argued. Although not as important as Levine's earlier
Battk of the Books; History and Literature in the Augustan Age (Ithaca and London:
Cornell University Press, 1990), now one of the essential works on the subject
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(though mostly concerned with a later phase of the debate), 'Between the Ancients and
the Modems is a valuable reminder that the Restoration quarrel deserves more
serious attention than it has often received.

Margaret J. M. Ezell, Social Authorship and the Advent of
Print. Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1999.
Pp. x + 182. $38.50.
Reviewed hy John O'Neill, Hamilton College
Even before Michel Foucault first asked, "What is an author?," scholars
understood that standard assumptions about the nature of authorship — that
writers, motivated by a desire for "fame," ahirays seek the widest possible
audience; that each work of literature has a single author; that we can trace an
unbroken line from the invention of printing with movable t3rpe to the present
industry of writing and publication — were inadequate.
Studies of the Elizabethan and Jacobean periods have shown how complex
and various the true literary scene of that time was: how much writing and reading
took place outside the world of print, how print publication might fix an author
with a "stigma" (the term is taken from W J. Sanders's 1951 article, "The Stigma
of Print: A Note on the Social Bases of Tudor Poetry"), and how many writers
deliberately avoided publication in print.
David Vita's Attribution in 'Restoration 'Poetry (Yale, 1963) first demonstrated
the existence of a rich scribal manuscript culture during the Restoration. Many
subsequent editions, includingJohn Harold Wilson's Court Satires of the 'Restoration
(Ohio State, 1976); the Yale edition of the Poems on Affairs of State under the
general editorship of George deForest Lord (1963—75); and editions of
Rochester's poems by Vieth (Yale, 1968), by Keith Walker (BlackweU, 1984), and
by Harold Love (Oxford, 1999), have been based on studies of scribal
manuscripts. Harold Love's authoritative study. Scribal Publication in SeventeenthCentury England (Oxford, 1993), provided a thorough examination of the social,
economic, political, legal, technological, and literary aspects of the manuscript
culture of Ae Restoration.
But scribal publication, having as it did the aim of"movement from a private
realm of creativity to a public realm of constimption" (the phrase is Love's), was
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still only a part of manuscript culture. Margaret Ezell's new book, SocialAuthorship
and the Advent of Print, documents the existence, during the Restoration and the
early eighteenth century, of a richer, deeper, and broader manuscript culture,
comprising both writers and readers, based entirely upon private circulation with
little connection to publication, either scribal or printed. In this culture, the
writing, appreciation, and circulation of works of literature took place outside the
world of print.
By choosing manuscript circulation, authors could create their own texts.
They could control the distribution of a text, keeping it within a family or a limited
circle of friends, or permitting a wider but still selective circulation. They could
receive responses or even collaboration from their chosen readers. They could be
confident that the text in circulation represented them as they wished to be seen.
As Ezell explains, "The manuscript text operates as a medium of social exchange,
often between the sexes, neither private nor pubUc in the conventional sense of
the terms, and a site at which women could and did comment on public issues
concerning social and political matters" (40).
Social authorship created circles of authors and readers. According to EzeU,
• "Social and intellectual life, as well as politics, was created, invigorated, and
sustained through the writing and reading of script texts" (38). The relationships
within which Katherine Philips circulated her poems, for example, have often been
the subject of scholarly notice. Anne Bradstreet, circulating her poetry among
family members and close friends, also created an intellectual community. Ezell
supplies many examples of less well-known social authors, including Dudley,
fourth Lord North; Patrick Carey; John Chatwin; John Hooper; and several
members of the Aston and Thimmelby families, whose collected manuscripts are
known as the Tixall Papers.
The roles of readers as well as writers received a construction characteristic
of social authorship: "A reader in a manuscript culture,with a fluid text constantly
subject to change, is responsible for participating in literary production as weU as
consumption; it is interesting to note here, too, how often the role of the reader
of manuscript text becomes conflated with the roles of editing, correcting, or
copying the text and extending its circulation of readers" (40).
Social authors deliberately chose manuscript circulation as their mode of
communication with the readers they sought to reach. They did not aspire to have
their work printed. They were not "silenced" by patriarchal strictures,
govertimental censorship, or fear of a "stigma of print"; rather, they flourished
within intellectual communities they helped to create and sustain, whose
membership was deliberately selected and nourished by the circulation of
manuscripts.
When, as sometimes happened, their works were published without their
consent, social authors were deeply distressed. The harm done by publication of
the printed "text, wrenched fi:om the social context that helped to create the
meaning of the original manuscript text, and often compromised by errors of
typography and transmission, could be remedied only by the publication of an
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authorized edition, so that such authors as Philips and Bradstreetironically found
themselves laboring over an edition that could correct the errors of the pirated
one. 'Trint for Bradstreet," reports Ezell, "was associated with corruption of the
text and with a misrepresentation of the author" (51).
Conventional literary histories, Ezell suggests, have misunderstood social
authorship. Taking print as the norm, twentieth-century scholars have ignored
works that circulated only in manuscript Seeing the past through the lenses
created by our own world of publication, they have been unable to imagine the
literary scene that is hidden from us by our ignorance of the manuscripts. In
EzeU's view,even scholars who have focused on manuscripts, such as David Vieth
and Harold Love, have privileged print. Thus she claims that Love's study focuses
on the way "professional scribes reproduced the appearance of print texts" (22),
and that for Love, Vieth, and Woudhuysen, "the implication behind the terms of
analysis is that we seek to understand the manuscript text by analyzingit for what
it is not, that is, 'not print'" (23).
At the core of our misunderstanding of social authorship is the fact that, as
Ezell puts it, "our definitions of 'pubUc' and 'private' sit awkwardly with the
particiUars of the readership of manuscript text. We traditionally have used
'public' in the sense of meaning 'published' and 'private' in the sense of
'personal.'" Social authorship is "a 'private' mode that, by it's very nature, is
permeated by 'public' moments of readership, when the text is circulated and
copied" (38). In other words, if we think of the division between "pubhc" and
"private" as a sharply delineated line rather than as a continuum, we are in danger
of misapprehending the nature of social authorship.
After identifying and explaining social authorship as a phenomenon of
manuscript culture, Ezell turns to examining the relationships between it and
publication in print. In a chapter entitled "The Very Early Career of Alexander
Pope," she shows how the young Pope circulated his poetry among mentors and
friends. "Pope himself inscribed on [a] particular fair copy of The Patiorals that it
was the one seen by Congreve, Walsh, Garth, HaUfax, Wharton, Dorchester,
Buckingham, Mainwaring, Granville, Southern, Sir Henry Sheers, and 'others'"
(66). Pope wrote the earliest version of Windsor-Forest m 1704 and circulated it in
manuscript until 1713, when he published it at the request of George Granville,
Lord Lansdowne, with additions to celebrate the Peace of Utrecht. He produced
short pieces, now sometimes called fragments, which he circulated and later
incorporated into longer works, as he did with the portrait of Atticus which
became part of the Epistk to Dr. Arbuthnot. Through this circulation of his work.
Pope was participating in "the interactive literary mode of additions, adaptations,
and responses characteristic of manuscript circulated texts" (69).
Two chapters entitled "Getting into Print" discuss the difficulties that
attended an author's attempt to pubhsh literary works in the eighteenth century:
the necessityof lengthy negotiations with a publisher, of preparing the manuscript
for print, the dilatoriness, irresponsibihty, and dishonesty of the pubhshers; the
small rewards for authors; the possibility that the publisher, who owned the text
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as ptoperty, might alter it at will; the possibility of fire, flood, or natural disasters
destroying the text before it could be printed or distributed. To this must be
added, for authors living outside of London, the significant difficulties of
conveying the manuscript to a distant bookseller and of communicating with the
bookseller during the process of publication. Having summarized the difficulties
met with by several would-be authors, Ezell asks, "can one really say that this is
a more 'democratic' technology at this point in its development for the writer?"
The answer, of course, is that for a wnter, print may not be more accessible,
more convenient, or more pleasant than social authorship by means of manuscript.
But from the point of view of readers, who seek access to information, print is
unquestionably more democratic, precisely because whereas social authorship
creates a restricted group of readers, print publication, with its wide and
indiscriminate circulation, presents texts to large numbers of readers. The circle
of readers created by social authorship is not a democracy, but a coterie, a private
club. The fact that Katherine Philips spoke of readers who buy poetry from
booksellers as a "rabble" (54) shows what one social author thought of those who
did not belong to the club.
Ezell's central point in these chapters is that in the early modern period,
publication in print was not primarily a medium for the circulation of literature.
In Cambridge, between 1660 and 1720, three hundred books were published.
Most were commentaries on public and ecclesiasticalaffairs, scientific and medical
treatises, and sermons. Only four were volumes of English verse. Three of these
four were collections commemorating national events; the fourth was privately
printed for the author. Meanwhile, a lively literary exchange in manuscript went
forward — an exchange preserved in manuscript volumes and collections in the
uiuversity library. Much the same is true at York and Oxford.
In her final chapter Ezell explores the establishment and marketing of the
literary series, such as Dodsley's Sekct Collection of Old English Flags (1744, revised
and reprinted in 1780,1825-28, and 1874) and John Bell's Poets of Great Britain,
which first appeared in 109 volumes between 1777 and 1793 and was reprinted
through the nineteenth century. These series created the idea of "classic" English
texts, the beginning of a national canon. Ezell points out that the booksellers, as
they created these series, included authors whose works were already in print, to
which they could secure the copyright. They did not examine works in manuscript
to unearth undiscovered "classics." Thus the authors who engaged in social
publication were often precluded from becoming part of the recognized canon.
Ezell, udiose previous books include Writing Women'sUteraty Histoty ([ohns
Hopkms, 1993) and The Patriarch's Wife: Literary Evidence and the History of the Familg
(North Carolina, 1987), brings to this study a well-founded scholarly authority on
the culture of reading and writing in the early modern period. Her desire to
distinguish her own work from that of her predecessors sometimes leads her to
slight their work unfairly. Her claim, for example, that Harold Love in Scribal
Publication sees social authorship primarily through the perspective of print is an
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injustice to that wide-ranging and groundbreaking study. Still, Ezell deserves
credit for calling our attention to that space in early modern culture between the
public and the strictiy private wherein social authorship flourished.
Her
recognition that social authorship shapes the roles of both writers and readers in
ways that are unfamiliar to us makes a valuable contribution to our understanding
of the nature of authorship as a historically evolving phenomenon.
The organization of SocialAuthorship and the Advent of Printh somewhat loose.
Each chapter is an independent essay, with its own focus. But the six chapters are
linked by the argument that the phenomenon of social authorship created a literary
culture that remains mostly invisible to literary historians and critics. It is a
valuable thesis, supported by thorough research. EzeU's book deserves the
attention of aU serious scholars of the early modern period.

Josephine Donovan, Women and the Rise of the Novel,
1405-1726. New York: St. Martin's Press, 1999. Pp. ix +
176. $39.95 (Cloth)/$18.95 (Paper).
Reviewed by Jennifer C. Garlen, University of Alabama,
Huntsville
Expanding die history of the novel beyond Ian Watt's seminal work. The Pise of the
Novel (1957), has been one of the most important recent engagements of
eighteenth-century studies. In this new account of the development of the genre,
Josephine Donovan takes up that challenge with grace and insight; she brings to
the field an intriguing new perspective that argues for the importance of early
European women's writing as deeply influential on the literary forms that evolved
into the modern realist novel.
In her attempt to establish what she terms a "feminist prosaics"of the novel,
Donovan traces the genre to earlier and more continental sources than many other
histories, although she does not venture as far back in the Uterary timeline as
Margaret Anne Doody chooses to do in her 1996 work. The True Story of the Novel
Instead, Donovan begins her history in the fifteenth century with Christine de
Pizan and then moves forward in time and across countries towards well-known
English women writers of the Restoration like Aphra Behn and Ehza Haywood.
Utilizing the work of Mikhail Bakhtin and contemporary standpoint theory.
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Donovan constructs a story of women and the novel that articulates the genre's
beginnings in French and Spanish framed-novelles and its heyday in English and
Irish women's fiction in the 1690s. Throughout her work, Donovan draws
fascinating connections between seemingly disparate writers by citing their
influences on one another as soturces for inspiration and plot material. One of the
most thought-provoking sections of the book is Chapter Seven, "The Case of
Violenta," which providesa particularlyinteresting evaluation of the ways in which
these generations of women borrowed and altered one specific plot to suit their
own feminist perspectives and cultural climates.
The breadth of Donovan's knowledge and reading is readily apparent in this
book, and her ability to reach across nations, centuries and genres pulls her story
of the novel together into a beautifully coherent whole. An excellent example of
Donovan's broad, personal relationship with literature occurs in Chapter Eight,
"Women Against Romance," in which she confidently discusses the numerous
eighteenth- and nineteenth-century novels that she believes developed from the
"pioneer" efforts of her study's main subjects. Her familiarity with these works
and authors, both British and American, equals her knowledge of her earlier
subjects, and her introduction of such topics as Sarah Fielding's The Adventum of
David Simple, Charlotte Lennox's Henrietta, or Tabitha Tenney's Female Quixotism
seems as natural and comfortable as her lengthy discussions of Margaret
Cavendish's Natures Pictures or Jane Barker's A Patch-Work Screen for the Ladies.
Throughout the book, Donovan adeptly weaves other women writers into her
narrative, includingJane Austen, Virginia Woolf,Alice Walker, and Susan Glaspell,
and this element gives her brief work an amazingly broad scope.
The style and form of this work also differ from many other literary histories
in that Donovan has chosen to write a short book in a lively, straightforward style
rather than a long work that is heavy in both its bulk and its language. It might
seem impossible to discuss four centuries of novelistic history in a mere 176 pages,
but Donovan accomplishes this end without seeming rushed or dismissive of any
relevant element of her argument. The complexity of her subject is conveyed
without oversimplification but in a manner that makes the book easy to read;
students of the later English novel who are not especially familiar with early
European women writers wiU find Donovan's treatment of them engaging and
easily intelligible, while speciahstsin early European literaturewill find the sections
on women's novels in the long eighteenth century similarly helpful and appealing.
The theory in the work is handled in the same fashion; Donovan takes care to
explain her terms clearly and to ground her work in well-defined theoretical
foundations.
The one serious problem with Donovan's argument is her belief that she
must pit the women's tradition in the realist novel against that of the sentimental
novel in order to bolster her chosen genre's credibility or value as feminist.
Donovan persistently designates the anti-romance, realist novel as more feminist
(and, therefore, better) than the romance or the sentimental novel. Donovan is
partictilarly critical of Eliza Haywood's "Female Revenge; or the Happy
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Exchange" and Susanna Rowson's Charlotte Temple as two of the more pernicious
examples of the sentimental plot's alleged anti-feminism. To support this
indictment of the sentimental novel and its authors Donovan draws upon Jane
Spencer's aig;uments in The Rite of the Woman Novelist (1986). Evoking Spencer,
Donovan notes,"It has been proposed that a peak of feminist realism was reached
in the 1720s, but that it was soon superceded by a sentimentalist tradition that
many have seen as a capitulation to patriarchal interests, a backing away from the
feminist literary wave that began cresting in the 1690s and early eighteenth
centiury" (95). The argument is one with which Donovan readily agrees. Current
feminist scholars who have been laboring to renew critical interest in and
appreciation for women's sentimental novels will not be pleased with Donovan's
treatment of the genre, and it seems at cross-purposes with Donovan's desire to
build up awareness of women's involvement in the story of the novel to attempt
to discredit an entire body of women's works. Regrettably, Donovan makes this
antagonism one of the main argumentative underpinnings of her work, so it
appears as a recurring problem even in her best and most engaging chapters, but
the conflict seems completely unnecessary to the persuasiveness of her case in
support of women's influence on the development of the realist novel.
Overall, Donovan's Women and the Rise of the Novel is a fine addition to the
growing body of literary and feminist histories of the novel. It provides a new
perspective on the rise of the genre that readers of Nancy Armstrong, Michael
McKeon, and Margaret Doody will gready appreciate, and it gives the story of
women and the English novel some much needed expansion into the past and
onto the European continent. Femiitists seeking to validate the works of women
in the sentimental tradition will certainly find much with which to argue in
Donovan's work, but one hopes that they will not make the same mistake in
thinking that these two important women's traditions must necessarily be
presented as enemies.
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Heinz-Joachim Miillenbrock, The Culture of Contention:
A Rhetorical Analysis of the Public Controversy about the
Ending of the War of the Spanish Succession, 1710-1713.
Wilhelm Fink Verlag, 1997. Pp. 219. DM68.
Reviewed by Marilyn Morris, University of North Tejcas
The nature of relations between the press and politics, the impact of the press on
public opinion, and the notion of not only "public opinion" but "the public" in
itself, all remain controversial among scholars of the long eighteenth century.
Heinz-Joachim Miillenbrock nonetheless proceeds confidendy as he introduces
the debate over the Peace of Utrecht as "the first full-fledged manifestation in
eighteenth-century England ofan emerging'public political culture'" (11). I would
have dated this back to the Exclusion Crisis; the Stuart eta certainly had a vital
public political culture and the London papers reached the provinces.
Miillenbrock falls in line with the traditional view that the Revolution of 1688 and
the lapse of the Licensing Act in 1695 allowed the expansion of the London press
and foundation of provincial papers, which only then made possible truly public
debate. His monograph focuses on the rhetorical aspects of the Utrecht
controversy, which he presents as the prototypes of modem propaganda.
Miillenbrock justly takes issue with Jiirgen Habermas's model of the public
sphere as oppositional and bourgeois on the grounds that government ministers,
aristocrats, and gentry had significant involvement in public debate. But who
exactly constituted this public? Because Miillenbrock bases his assessments of the
audience for and impact of political propaganda upon texmal evidence, its readers
seem phantasmagoric As a historian, I have trouble with such constructions as
"in the eyes of the general public" (31), "grumbling voices" (36), "in public
estimation" (74), "the public's mind" (80), and "a national consensus" (165-66)
when not backed up by the actions of a palpable public in the form of petitioners,
rioters, voters, and the like. In his chapters detailing the evolution of the debate,
Miillenbrock interprets propaganda activity as a show of self-confidence in some
situations, and a sign of weakness in others. The propagandists' estimation of
public opinion expressed in their works cannot be taken at face value considering
that their employment rested on perceived need and a belief in their writings'
influence. The analysis is most convincing when Miillenbrock places propaganda
content and technique in the context of specific aims and outcomes such as in the
case of the Tories using anti-Dutch propaganda to pressure that country's leaders
to fall into line with English peace initiatives outlined in the Queen's speech of 6
June 1712. Yet the text does not offer specific evidence of the propaganda
operating beyond MPs and diplomats; for the wider public, one must investigate
the works cited in the footnotes.
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Genres; a handful of writers, particularly Swift and Defoe; and Robert
Hatley, the chief minister, emerge as die main actors in The Culture of Contention.
Indeed, genres take on a life of their own, with, for instance, "genres participating
in the debate" (29) and "incriminating charges.. .eagerly assembled by all genres"
(87). After placing his study in a larger scholarly context and discussing the
problems of theorizing public opinion, MiiUenbrock outlines the progress of the
debate over the War of the Spanish Succession, the formation of distinct Whig and
Tory positions, and the way propagandists deployed different genres. The second
chapter offers a closer look at the features of the Whig-Tory exchange from
autumn 1711 with the publication of Swift's The Conduct of the Allies to spring 1712
when thegovernment made significant progresson its peace plan. A short chapter
on the far-from-pacific peace poems of 1713 presents them as a testimony to"the
hunger of the public for political enlightenment and participation in the political
process" (121). MiiUenbrock then examines in turn the function of each of the
main genres: pamphlets, periodical essays, newspapers, broadsides, and sermons.
The pamphlet, which at the beginning of the war played a minor role, became the
dominant mode of debate, set the pace of the controversy, and provided
benchmarks; periodical essays often referred to outstanding pamphlets and echoed
their arguments in a weekly format.
The final chapters discuss the rhetorical styles as reflections of the authors'
political stance and their readership. MiiUenbrock finds that the Whigs reUed on
disputation of facts, ad hominem attacks on Tory journaUsts rather than
politicians, and repetition of highly charged key-terms such as France/French
(rather than CathoUc, Jacobite, or popery). Liberty, and Protestant Succession.
Tory rhetorical strategy had more variety and complexity because the Harley
ministry had to overturn the idea of a national consensus in favor of the war (on
which the Whig platform rested) and discredit Whig politicians, but at the same
time find a common ground with moderate Whigs. Tory journalists used
emotional arguments to whip up anti-war sentiment and toshift opprobrium from
the French to the Austrians. Repetitive key-terms—Queen and Nation, Church
and State—appealed to Tories. JournaUsts placed these in contrast to Family and
Faction, which aUuded to the cronyism and disloyalty of both the Marlborough
clan and the AUies. Tories employed a wide range of metaphors to keep their
ideological position purposely vague whUe representing it as "natural."
The strength of this work Ues in its reconstruction of the way in which the
Tories seized the initiative after the SachevereU controversy and kept their
momentum with skiUful joumaUsm. MuUenbrock assumes the reader's famiUarity
with the events and personnel of the era. It would have been helpful had he
introduced his study with a clear expUcation of the reasons for England's
involvement in the War of Spanish Succession, the aims and interests of the
combatants,^ and the actual impact of war on the different ranks of society. A brief
account of the exigencies that shaped the evolution in the meaning of Whig and
Tory party designations also would have aided clarity. MuUenbrock tosses out that
Marlborough and Godolphin were not orthodox Whigs, but, by the same token.
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was Harley a real Tory? Miillenbrock appears to have dealt with this issue in an
earUer study, Wht^s kontra Tories (1974), but this work is not available in English.

Hans Turley, Rum, Sodomy, and the Lash: Piracy,
Sexuality, and Masculine Identity. New York: New York
University Press, 1999. Pp. v + 199. $30.00.
Reviewed hy Kathryn Duncan, Saint Leo University
Hans Ttirley claims that print culture created the pirate as a hypermascuhne
desiring subject in a homosocial world, making him the "antithesis of the
feminized sodomite," though authors remained silent about the pirate's sexuality
(2). Print culture also defined the pirate as "hostis humani generis, the common
enemy against all mankind" and simultaneously invented him as a "romantic
antihero" (3). Turley's central argument is that "Because of the deviant
homosocial world of the pirate, piracy and implicit homoerotic desire go hand in
hand. I am not making overdetermined assertions. I am arguing that the literary
and historical representations of the pirate are rife with homoerotic imagery, and
that imagery infects our conceptions of the pirate" (9). Turley persuasively
explicates some texts to demonstrate his thesis but overlooksimportant historical,
and perhaps more logical, explanations for the pirates' actions and the stories that
detail them because of his approach, which looks at pirates primarily through the
lens of queer theory. As he notes of Captain Avery, a notorious seventeenthcentury pirate, "He is a man who, read through narratives of homoerotic desire,
finds a kind of peace with a companion of his own gender" (72). Here is the key:
Turley exclusively reads texts looking for homoerotic desire, leaving much still to
be said about the Golden Age of Piracy.
Chapter One describes life at sea and successfully captures the reader's
attention with the account "Unparalell'd Cruelty: or the Tryal of Captain Jeane"
(1726). The account's gory details of punishment on board ship give the context
for the rise of piracy, a sense of what sailors were escaping by becoming pirates.
Turley highlights the awful conditions for seamen—^press gangs, unsanitary
conditions, violent discipline, disease, and mutiny—very well, though the chapter
does contain a factual error; Turley claims that privateer Woodes Rogers became
governor of Jamaica, but Rogers served as governor of the Bahamas.
Chapter Two is crucial to an understanding of Turley's approach.
Throughout his smdy, Turley parallels the pirate and the sodomite, though he
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wisely qualifies himself by noting that there is no historical record of sodomy
among the pirates. Turley first clearly defines the terms buccaneers, men u^o
fought against the Spanish in the Caribbean during the seventeenth century;
privateers, men vidio committed a legal kind of piracy thanks to letters of marque
from the government; and pirates, men who chose to illegally attack ships
belonging to any nation for private gain. Because pirates, what Turley labels the
piratical subject, are a merging of the economic criminal and the cultural
transgressor, Turley believes there must be an "implicit link between
homoeroticism and piracy" (29). After connecting the pirate to the libertine (both
guilty of excess in their behavior), Turley geometrically demonstrates the
theoretical underpinning of his argument. He uses an upside down triangle to
position the sodomite at the bottom point, demonstrating his opposition to the
masculine hero and the feminine heroine in the upper corners. With the pirate,
Turley produces a square, placing the masculine hero and the feminine heroine in
the opposite corners up top. The pirate belongs in the lower left corner, opposed
to the sodomite and heroine because of his masculinity and opposed to the hero
because he is an antihero. In an economic model, using another square, the
merchant belongs in one corner as legitimate trader in opposition to the pirate,
with the privateer occupying either space beneath depending on the political
climate of the time. This is an extremely unstable square since the privateer can
be pirate or legitimate merchant, and the pirate can be depicted as horrid criminal
or privateer. The pirate, therefore, disrupts the neat dichotomies of sex and
economics and is an "alternative paradigm of masculine identity" (42).
Chapter Three uses pamphlets and dying confessions to demonstrate how
print culture created the figure of the pirate, how we cannot know the "real"
pirate, only how authors chose to represent hitn. Turley first discusses pamphlets,
stating that while individual details differentiate them from each other, they foUow
a conventional pattern. Prosecutors almost always use the same language in their
opening statements and accusations, and pirates are effectively silenced with much
of what they say being paraphrased. He then explains that pamphlets about trials
of sodomites tend to novelize depositions, turning the accusers into characters.
Here, sodomites appear to be thrown in followed by a quick return to pirates; this
time records of their dying confessions, not pamphlets, try to recoup pirates
through their repentance. They therefore work against the pamphlets, which tend
to naturalize the pirates' position as pirates. As an example, he discusses Captain
Kidd's transformation through print so that by the time we get to Charles Elms'
1853 The Pirates Own Book, there is no doubt that Kidd is Ae piratical subject,
burning his Bible before he ever boards his ship; all ambiguity about his
motivations and his status as privateer, which were real issues at his trial, disappear
in later depictions.
Chapter Four looks at Avery to demonstrate how Ae pirate has been
myAologized and eroticized. Turley analyzes accounts about Avery to show how
he is represented variously as a libertine in Ae anonymous The Life and Adventures
of Copt.John Avery and as a romantic figure in Charles Johnson's play The Succesful
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tyrate, the purpose of which is to express the problems of too strong a monarchy.
Turley appears to be referring to a version that differs from the more well-known
edition of the play since he claims that the captured princess is Avery's illegitimate
child; in the edition edited by Joel Baer, it is another character who is Avery's
child. I wish that Turley would have noted why he used the text he did since the
facts differ in an important way. Instead, he moves to Daniel Defoe's King of the
Pirates, reading Avery's capturing of the Great Mogul's treasure as erotic through
an analogous reading of a scene from Moll Flanders, where Moll's lover sticks her
hand in a drawer full of guineas. After capturing their great booty, the pirates
"must find a place to hide, a giant closet to go into until they are able, or willing,
to come out in the open again" on the island of Madagascar (68). Turley sees
Avery's unwillingness to have his pirate colony recognixed as a legitimate
government byEurope as a desire to remain outside "English societalnorms," but
this reading of King ignores Avery's stated wish and effort to return to England
and the ending, which implies that he has returned to Europe (69).
Chapters Five and Six look at .<4 General History of the Pirates, once attributed
to Defoe though this is now disputed, to show how fact and fiction merge in
depictions of the pirate. His argument is that "English society's dialectic of fear
and admiration of the pirate indicates a conflict between the pirate's representation
as legal or economic criminal and his portrayal as a literary antihero. More
broadly, this dialectic is a conflict between normative sexuality—^private
domesticity—and sexually deviant subjectivity" (75). Through this approach,
Turley compares stories about pirates to depictions of and attitudes toward the
sodomite, demonstrating, for example, how the sodomite is dehumanized and
represented as an ape in one pamphlet and claiming that such works always
concentrate on the sodomite's sexual acts. Works on piracy, according to Turley,
never dehumanize the pirate. One might dispute this, however, since sections of
General History compare the pirate to the devil, which certainly appears to be a
dehumanization. Turley claims, "Pirate society is an alternative world governed
by different kinds of norms not defined by gender difference. Both the pirate and
the sodomite are attracted to and gravitate toward other men" (81). He uses the
case of Stede Bonnet, a wealthy non-sailor who became a pirate, to make his case;
this ignores his own persuasive first chapter where he explains the typical
conditions on board ship. Yes, pirates are making a choice to become pirates, but
most are not comfortably rich landlubbers like Bonnet, who may in fact self
consciously be choosing to live in a homosocial or homoerotic world. The
majority are desperate sailors, for whom the homoerotic may not be a primary
attraction and perhaps not one at all. He also discusses a passage on Captain Vane
where the pirates go to a small island to clean their ship, divide their spoils, and
spend "some Time in a riotous Manner of Living, as is the Custom of Pyrates"
(qtd. 85). Turley reads a great deal into this since, unlike privateers who go to
town to celebrate their victories with women, the pirates have only male company,
but clearly the pirates are not going to go to a populated area because they are
outlaws. In this example, historical consequences provide a more logical
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explanation for the pirates' behavior than does queer theory. Turley is much more
persuasive in his examination of thearticles (rulesof governance) of Bartholomew
Roberts, particularly the one that forbids boys and women on board ship and then
discusses what punishment the men would receivefor smuggling women on board
but says nothing more about boys. Here, perhaps, we do have a telling silence.
He also recounts the story of Mary Read, a female cross-dressing pirate, and her
encounter with Anne Bonny when Bonny, mistaking her for a man, makes a sexual
proposition. Turley writes, "the women have to be women in order for sexuality
to be disclosed on board a pirate ship," something I wish he would have
developed further (100). As with the section on The SuccesrfulI^rate, I wonder if
Turley is not referring to a different edition than the more commonly read one
since he claims that Mary had an affair with "Calico Jack" Rackam, her captain. In
the standard edition edited by Manuel Schonhdm, it is Anne who has an affair
with Rackam, not Mary.
The last two chapters, which look at Defoe's Captain Singleton and his sequels
to Robinson Crusoe, are the most successful. Turley leaves off connecting the
sodomite to the pirate and instead carefully reads the texts at hand; there is much
less unsupported speculation. He sees homoerotic desire as implicit in Captain
Singleton and reads it as a novel that is about Singleton's search for an identity, one
outside of convention. By doing so, he illustrates that this is not a flawed, minor
novel and posits that the text works as a whole instead of being two disparate
halves as some critics have contended. He reads Singleton's relationship with
Quaker William as an "alternative to the transgressive bonding of the pirate world
or to an identity based on property and marriage" and makes the important point
that even when Singleton returns home, he is an outsider (116). "The subversive
happily-ever-after ending questions the normative terms that critics use to
construct the antecedents for the origins of the novel. Furdier, Defoe's ending
challenges the standards by which individuality must be integrated with and
detined by social norms" (127). The last chapter moves away from pirates a good
deal but is an interesting analysis of Robinson Crusoe's sequels. like Singleton,
Crusoe has been on a life-long identity quest, "a tension between homo eroticus
and homo economicus that finally—^implicitly in the Farther Adventures and
explicitly in Serious Reflections—^becomes displaced by a narrative that emphasizes
violent and radical religious faith" (129). Read this way, Crusoe's character is
much less stable than other critics claim. The strength of Rum,Sodomy, and the Lash
comes from Turle/s reexamination of Defoe's novels, with its implications for the
study of the novel, not from the somewhat strained connection between the pirate
and the sodomite.
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David Venturo, Johnson the Poet: The Poetic Career of
Samuel Johnson. Newark: University of Delaware Press,
1999. Pp.336. $47.50.
Reviewed by Steven D. Scherwatzky, Merrimack College
David Venturo's Johnson the Poet is the first monograph devoted to a
comprehensive overview and analysis of Johnson's verse. This welcome study
covers the full range of Johnson's poetic career, from his earliest school exercises
to his final meditations, a period of more than sixty years. Yet, as Venturo notes,
Johnson was a "reluctant poet" (20) who produced substantially less verse than
John Dryden, Jonathan Swift, and Alexander Pope, a body of work more akin to
that of Thomas Gray or William Collins. Nonetheless, quantity is no criterion of
merit, and Venturo amply demonstrates that Johnson's poetic achievement
resonates beyond such well-known works as London, The Vanity of Human Wishes,
and "On the Death of Dr. Robert Levet." Whether looking at formal Latin
exercises or extempore drawing-room entertainments, Venturo makes the case for
Johnson as a "reluctant" but "strong" poet whose accomplishments provide
eloquent testimony to an "original poetic imagination and a unique moral voice"
(21).
Venturo begins by chartingjohnson's poetic development, with one chapter
apiece devoted to the juvenalia, the politically-charged London, the failed verse
tragedy Irene, and the moral masterpiece The Vanity of Human Wishes. The second
half of the book includes four chapters that focus more generally on the various
genres thatJohnson practiced throughout his life, including Latin poems, epitaphs
and elegies, theater prologues, and drawing-room verse, followed by a brief and
poignant epilogue onJohnson's translation of Horace's Ode Ml,composed shortly
before his death on December 13,1784. The book also includes an invaluable
appendix that features a selection of Johnson's Latin poems in the original along
with Venturo's own smooth prose translations. But a mere summary of topics
does little justice to the breadth of Ventmo's analysis, which places the poetry
within both the broader scope of Johnson's life and prose writings, as well as the
aesthetic, political, philosophical, and theological concerns of eighteenth-century
England. This ambitious approach does justice to the complexity and
multifacetedness of Johnson's verse and lends ample support to Venturo's
reluctance to shape the material to fit an all-encompassing thesis.
What, then, is the nature of Johnson's poetic achievement? Venturo argues
that much of Johnson's poetic greatness lies, like his greatness as a moralist and
critic, in a dialectical process, the ability to negotiate "two voices" (23). The Vanity
of Human Wishes provides a striking example, as through much of the poem
Johnson embraces a Juvenahan worldview, only to reject, in the end, self-sufficient
stoicism in favor of Christian humility and patience. But we see this process in
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lesser-known poems as well. Venturo describes the "Drury-Lane Prologue" as
beginning in the voice of David Garrick, who warms the audience into a shared
sense of purpose with a history of English drama only to shift into a more
"Johnsonian" mode that reminds the theatregoers of their moral responsibility to
applaud and support virtuous drama. Not all of Johnson's poetry presents two
voices, however. Venturo argues that London simply replaces Juvenal's social satire
with a political one, asJohnson chose to transform his model into an indictment
of Court politics in the late 1730s under the leadership of Robert Walpole. Yet
while London might not represent Johnson's most nuanced political thinking nor
his most deft verse, Venturo makes a convincing case for the poem, rightly
dissenting from those critics who dismiss its politics as a youthful excrescence,
mere Opposition fodder that Johnson never took seriously in the first place.
Bolstered by the historical scholarship of Isaac Kramnick and J.G.A. Pocock,
Venturo argues that the poem, in its concern that Court politics jeopardized
England's ancient constitution, represents principled ideological commitment.
When viewed in the context of Opposition discourse that shifted the grounds of
political debate from Whig vs. Tory to Court "corruption" vs. Country "virtue,"
the poem, in its indictment of moneyed interest and embrace of civic humanism,
articulates principles that would govern Johnson's politics well beyond his eventual
disenchantment with Opposition leaders. Venturo's reading of London should put
to rest, once and for all, the old complaint that Johnson, who famously said
"When a man is tired of London, he is tired of life," cannot possibly have been
sincere in writing a poem that endorses the country over the city. As Venturo
reminds us, London should be read as an expression of the young Johnson's sense
of "political reality," not his "personal feelings" about the city (76).
Venturo calls London Johnson's "first and last foray into the world of
Augustan political poetic imitation," thoughJohnson went on to write his greatest
imitation, one more wide-ranging in its aims. The Vanity of Human Wishes (81).
Venturo's analysis centers on the poem's dialectic, as historical particulars unfold
in universal patterns. But his most striking contribution focuses on a characteristic
of Johnson's verse evident from his schooldays through his mattirity, namely his
endorsement of Christian virtues over their classicalantecedents. Arguing that the
poem rarely receives the requisite theological consideration, Venturo focuses upon
Johnson's f deism, the "leap of faith" necessary in a wrarld, as Blanford Parker
describes it, that perceives God as an "absence" (108). Despite Johnson's
reputation as a Lockean empiricist and a religious rationalist, Venturo reminds us
that Johnson's religion rests upon "tempered fervency and Pauline faith" (134).
Rather than view the end of the poem, with its abrupt shift to Christian homiletics,
as something of an embarrassment, Venturo describes the poem as a "debate with
Juvenal," the two voices providing the poem's dialogic power. Always humbly
attentive to the limits of human reason, Johnson, in The Vanity of Human Wishes,
ultimately rejects the classical virtues of Stoic apatheia and Epicurean ataraxa as he
cautions his readers to think of a Christian afterlife.
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Johnson would turn from classical imitation after The VamQ ofHuman Wishes,
the last major poem of its kind. Venturo argues that Johnson sensed something
futile if not paradoxical in a form that, as Plato might put it, seeks truth but
represents a "copy of a copy." This is not to say, however, that Johnson would
leave his interest in Latin poetry behind. He would continue to read and write in
Latin, producing some of his most personal poetry behind the protective veil of
an ancient language. Readers unfamiliar with Johnson's Latin verse (as well as
those who know it well) wiU find Venturo's chapter on these poems especially
enlightening and rewarding, as the poems written in the most distant language
bring us closest to their author. Venturo's prose translations render the verse into
elegant English, and he offers a moving account of "On the Stream Flowing Away
From Stowe Mill, Lichfield," in which the agingJohnson reflects upon the water
where his father taught him how to swim. Here Venturo focuses on the balance
of lyrical memory and tender irony in a poem that hints at Johnson's own
imminent death.
Venturo concentrates on close textual analysis throughout Johnson the Poet,
producing subde insights that demonstrate knowledgeable ease with rhetorical
terms. While the prose is remarkably straightforward for an academic work,
general readers (and this book could prove attractive beyond a professional
audience) might do well to keep a handbook of classical rhetoric by their side. But
the respectful attention paid toJohnson's verse, including matters of poetic meter
and form, lends this study a substantive weight that protects individual poems
from suffering under the pressure of contextual concerns. The focus on rhetorical
structure rarely becomes ponderous, and, at times, Venturo's eye for detail repays
the reader with a laugh. In his discussion of the rhetorical failures of Inne he
wittily remarks that the play might have been more engaging had Johnson replaced
the stilted phrase "The pressing Exigence forbids Narration" with a simple
"Hurry!" (100).
Surprisingly enough, the book, which in so many instances makes fine use
of the Dictioneuy, overlooksJohnson's definition of poet,which reads "an inventor;
an author of fiction." This definition might seem conventional enough, but, when
•placed alongside the notion of Johnson as a "reluctant poet," assumes a
significance that merits attention. Venturo concludes his book with the assertion
that at the heart of Johnson the poet lies a paradox; that is, the very ease •with
which he wrote poetry explains why he •wrote so litde. Poems came readily to
Johnson; dictionaries, editions of Shakespeare, and periodical essays, did not.
Consequently, Venturo suggests, Johnson found something morally redempti^ve
in those genres that he did not find in poetry. His poetic reluctance, then, is one
borne of guilt. But it seems to me that something more might be at •work in
Johnson's reluctance, something akin to his distrust of prose fiction, another genre
in •which he excelled but •wrote litde. While Johnson insisted, as Venturo
acknowledges, that for poetry to be great it must rest on the stability of truth,
Johnson's writings at times suggest that there is often something poetry prefers to
truth. We see this concern not only in Johnson's famous critique of Milton's
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Lycidas, for example, but I think it animates much of his ambivalence toward
Paradise Lost AS well. In this respect Johnson's Dictionaiy provides some help once
again. Under his definition of "fiction" appears an illustrative quotation fn>m
Dryden: "Fiction is the essence of poetry, as well as of painting: there is a
resemblance in one of human bodies, things, and actions, which are not real and
in the other of a true story by a fiction." Somewhere in the nexus of Johnson's
struggle to come to terms with the interplay between the fictive and the real, the
true and the false, lies his ambivalence toward poetry, and perhaps yet another
reason for his reluctance.
These observations, however, mostly indicate that, if anything, I'd only
wished Johnson the Poet, despite its abundant riches, to be longer. This book
deserves a place on the shelf of allJohnsonians, indeed all who share an interest
in eighteenth-century England. David Venturo has written a work of commanding
scholarship and intellectual insight, one that makes a powerful case for Johnson's
place as a poet of significant achievement.

Robert DeMatia, Samuel Johnson and the Life of Reading.
Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1997. Pp. xv
+ 270. $39.95.
Reviewed hy Matthew M. Davis, University of Virginia
Joshua Reynolds and his sister Frances Reynolds both painted portraits of Samuel
Johnson reading In Sir Josh\ia's 1775 portrait Johnson is shown squinting
intensely at a small, imbound pamphlet. The little booklet looks to be sixty or
seventy pages long. Johnson holds it with both hands, about six inches firom his
face. He seems to be reading one of the last pages, and he has folded the previous
pages over aggressively, in a way that would destroy a modern, glue-bound
paperback. This portrait seems to capture Johnson in the act of reading a book
"though," from cover to cover.
At first glance, Frances Reynolds' portrait of Johnson (c. 1783) looks as if it
might be a copy of her brother's picture. Again Johnson is shown holding his
reading material with both hands, and again the printed matter stands about six
inches from his eyes. However, in this portrait, Johnson is examining a longer,
bound volume. He holds the volume open carefully, at an angle that will not break
the spine, and he seems to be looking at one of the early pages, perhaps the title
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page or table of contents. His attention is still focused, but he seems a bit less
engrossed than in SirJoshua's portrait. Atthe same time, his brow is pursed more
tightly, as if he is puz2led and trying to get the gist of the book.
What Robert DeMatia does in this excellent new monograph is essentially
what I have tried to do in the previous two paragraphs; he draws subtle
distinctions concerning the different kinds of printed materials that Johnson read
and the different ways in which he read them. After an informative chapter on
Johnson's notes and marginalia, DeMaria introduces the taxonomy that lies at the
heart of his study. He divides Johnson's reading into four categories: "study,"
"perusal," "mere reading," and "curious reading."
For Johnson, "study" meant diligent reading of important books, including
the Bible, Latin and Greek classics, and Neo-Latin poetry. ' In his chapter on
Johnson's studies, DeMatia examines Johnson's reading of the New Testament,
his period of hard reading at Oxford, and his youthful desire to become a great
humanist scholar in the tradition of Erasmus and the Scaligers.
"Perusal" is another form of reading for self-improvement, but it is less
intense and systematic than "study." It involves dipping into a book, or reading
around in one, instead of trudging methodically through it. The Frances Reynolds
portrait I discussed earlier seems to show Johnson perusing a book. But what
might the book be? DeMaria offers some possibilities: it might be a medical
handbook, an encyclopedia, a collection of sermons, or a how-to book. However,
the most Hkely possibility may be a religious handbook like William Law's Serious
Call and Grotius' De Veritate Reli^onis Christianm.
DeMaria defines "mere reading" as the "kind of browsing or negligent
perusal" associated with newspaper and periodical reading (176). Johnson was
both a consumer and a producer of periodical literature, and DeMaria cleverly
shows how his "mere reading" of periodicals like The Spectator and The Tatler
influenced his own writing in The Rambler and The Idler. Mr. Idler, in particular,
seems to be a fan of "mere reading." He boasts that one of his "principal
amusements" is to read "the writers of news" (149).
Last but not least, there is "curious reading." Curious readingis what I think
Johnson is doing in SirJoshua Reynolds' portrait. It is excited, almost compulsive
reading, in which the reader gets "lost in the book" and hurries on imtil he comes
to the final page. Mrs. Thrale described this kind of reading when she noted that
Johnson sometimes had "very violent... fits of reading" during which he would be
"quite lost" to the world around him (181). Johnson read many novels and
romances with this kind of curiosity, and DeMaria shows convincingly that
Johnson had a love-hate relationship with the romance genre: he worried that
these "incredible fictions" had "unsetded" his mind, and yet he continued to read
romances throughout his life
DeMatia has a great many thoughtful and interesting things to say about
Johnson's reading experiences in all four of these modes, and he praises Johnson
for his lifelong ability "to move up and down the scale of reading, almost no
matter what kind of text was in his hand." DeMaria also detects, however, certain
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trends in Johnson's life of reading, including a gradual shift away from "study" and
towards more relaxed forms of reading like "perusal" and "mere reading."
This shift towards more casual forms of reading serves as a bridge to
DeMaria's final chapter, "Samuel Johnson and the Future of Reading." In this
chapter DeMaria asks a question that many humanists and bibliophiles have been
asking in recent years: will the rise of computers lead to the death of reading?
DeMaria is more sanguine than many commentators. He does not believe that
reading is doomed, but he does believe that electronic texts will inevitably change
the ways in which we read. He very reasonably concludes that, in the future, we
are likely to see less "study" and more "perusal" and "mere reading," since
hypertext and theweb facilitateand encourage these more casual forms of reading.
In other words, DeMaria claims that we as a society are experiencing a shift in
reading styles that is similar to the shift that Johnson experienced in his own life.
The tide of DeMaria's book pays tribute to a seminal book in Johnsonian
studies, Paul Fussell's SamuelJohnson and the Life of Writing. However, DeMaria is
a different sort of critic from Fussell. The cantankerous Fussell has never shied
away from a controversial position or a good fight. By contrast, DeMaria seems
to have no enemies. His book is completely free of the acrimony and invective
that have characterized much scholarly writing ever sinceJohnson's day. DeMaria
pledges allegiance to no school of interpretation and rarely disagrees with other
scholars. On those rare occasions when he does disagree with another critic, he
does so in the mildest and most gentiemanly way, and always carefully hedges his
own counter-theories with might's,maybe's, and perhaps's. For the most part,this
impeccable civility is good thing. However, there were times when I found myself
hankering for the intensity and even ferocity that are stirred up by a good oldfashioned scholarly grudge match, such as the epic tag-team match recently fought
over Johnson's politics in the pages of The Age ofJohnson.
DeMaria's book is almost completely free of postmodern literary theory.
Derrida and Foucault are each mentioned once, Lacan not at alL The author
seems to have been much more influenced by other Johnson scholars and by
scholars who write on the history of the book, including Elizabeth Eisenstein, Rolf
Engelsing, and Alvin Keman. Although some readers may fault DeMaria for
eschewing theory, many others will welcome the clear and jargon-free prose that
results from this decision.
There is a quiet but recurring emphasis on sex in this book that will intrigue
some readers and irritate others. DeMaria quotes a long passage from the
Callipaedia of Claudius Quillet, a Latin gynecological poem, and he insists that
Johnson read books like the Callipaedia, Fielding's Amelia, Richardson's Clarissa,
and Montagu's Letters at least partly for titiUation.
This reviewer was puzzled by a few of the author's specific decisions. For
instance, in his chapter on "perusal," DeMaria decides to spend several pages
discussing Giovanni Bona's Manuductio ad Coelum,a book which, as far as I can tell,
Johnson never mentions, and which is not even listed in Donald Greene's catalog
of Johnson's library. And yet DeMaria gives only passing mention to Isaac Watts'
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Improvemetft of the Mind, a book which Johnson admired so fervendy that he
believed every teacher ought to assign it; "whoever has the care of instructing
others, may be charged with deficience in his duty if this book is not
recommended." There are also some curious selections in thechapter on "ciuious
reading." For instance,DeMaria spendsseveral pages analyzing Benjamin Victor's
Widow of the Woodhvit then admits that we can't be sureJohnson actually read this
tide. I was also surprised that DeMaria does not have more to say about
Shakespeare, for here is a single writer whose works Johnson clearly read in all
sorts of different ways. Johnson was obviously a "curious reader" of Kin^Lear, of
vdiich he wrote, "there is perhaps no play which keeps the attention so stron^y
fixed; which so much agitates our passions and interests our curiosity." And yet
he also approached this play as a scholar who was not afraid to quarrel with
previous editors over readings of particular lines. An examination of Johnson as
a multi-faceted reader of Shakespeare might have complicated DeMaria's
taxonomy in interesting and useful ways—^but the Bard is mentioned only three
times.
Although DeMaria's book can be criticized on some counts, the small
weaknesses I have mentioned should not be allowed to overshadow the book's
many great strengths. DeMaria has produced an intelligent, original, reasonable,
well-researched, and well-written book that will be valuable to Johnson scholars
for years to come.

Philip E. Baruth, ed., Introducing Charlotte Charke:
Actress, Author, Enigma. Urbana and Chicago: Univeristy
of Illinois Press, 1998. Pp. viii + 250. $47.50
(Cloth)/$19.95 (Paper).
Reviewed by Kathleen Leicht, Central Missouri State
University
The infamous daughter of Colley Gibber and an acclaimed if controversial actress
in her own right, Charlotte Charke and her lively autobiography, A Narrative of the
Life of Mrs. Charlotte Charke (1755), are the subjects of the readable and thoughtprovoking collection of critical essays. Introducing Charlotte Charke: Actress, Author,
Enigma. The nine contributors to this volume suggest the variety of issues that
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arise when scholars and students attempt to come to terms with the complex
figure of Charke. Foremost among these are problems of gendered identity and
self-representation as Charke enacts them. For example,Jean Marsden shows that
Charke "plays with the idea of self-representation" when she writes a satiric play
about being dismissed from the company of actors at Drury Lane (74). In one of
the two reprinted essays in the collection, Kristina Straub argues that Charke's
cross-dressing performances of various sorts"call into question whether anybo^'s
masculine postures are successful" (121). Hans Turley asserts that Charke's auto
biography "celebrates ^;//of her transgressions: as a woman, an actress, a mother,
a transvestite, and—at times—a failure" (197). These arguments show that
Charke's self-consciously constructed life, particularly her ambiguous sexual
orientation and her penchant for cross-dressing, provide much material that is of
interest to scholars, but the book will also serve as a good, scholarly introduction
for students approaching Charke for the first time.
Going beyond the issue of self-representation, several of the essays look at
the ways in which others (artists, students, previous generations of critics, editors
of periodicals) have represented Charke. Most intriguing among this group is
Robert Folkenfhk's examination of several portraits and engravings said to be
representations of Charlotte Charke. Folkenflik carefully argues that many of
these are not, in fact, representations of the actress, but he finds the processes
through which they come to be misidentified as fascinating as the portraits of
Charke that do survive. Ironically, a portrait that Folkenflik argues is probably not
Charke but the actress Frances Abington adorns the cover of the paperback
edition. Perhaps the selection of this cover art simply imderscores the difficulty
of saying very much that is definitive about Charke; she remains an "enigma," as
the subtitle of the book identifies her.
Editor Philip Baruth also focuses on Charke as "actress," one of the other
two terms in the subtide. He does a wonderful job of providing context for
Charke's life and theatrical career. Tales of borrowed stockings and shared candle
ends in the opening essay show just how poor die actors in strolling companies
could be, and Baruth uses these details to counteract earlier characterizations of
Charke as lazy. As a poor stroUing actress she was merely typical, he argues. In
addition to providing historical context, Baruth thoughtfully evaluates and
describes the limited work on Charke that has previously appeared, most of it
centering on her autobiography.
If there is a weakness in the collection it is that Charke sometimes seems
so inscrutable that the contributors seem able to make of her whatever they wish.
Several paths they explore end in paradoxical oppositions, which become sUghdy
repetitive. For example, Charke is intensely private and imrelentingly public in her
grievances against her father; she is subversive and she is conventional.
Occasionally two essays arrive at completely diverse interpretations: Sidoitie
Smith concludes that "instead of challenging convention, Charke's story ends up
supporting it" (102), while Madeleine Kahn sees the same story as "a brave
attempt to express an identity not easily contained in traditional gender roles"
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(178). Several of the contributors address direcdy these sticking points and why
Charke presents such an interpretive challenge. Joseph Chaney argues that
problems interpreting Charke stem from the genres in which she works:
"subversive content is not perceptible as such within non-ironic comic
gerues.. .whose teleological plot structures predetermine conventional meanings'*
(202). In the Afterword, Felicity Nussbaum also addresses the question of geiue,
suggesting a variety of genres that influence Charke's construction of the Life and
reminding us that Charke's fiction has not yet received the attention given to the
autobiography. The aptly named Introducing Charlotte Charke contributes much to
the existing scholarship on Charke; it suggests new directions for research on this
fascinating figure, and it will encourage those unfamiliar with it to tezd A Narrative
of the Life ofMrs. Charlotte Charke.

Rosamaria Loretelli and Roberto De Romanis, eds.
Narrating Transgression: Representations of the Criminal
in Early Modern England. Anglo-American Studies 11,
Frankfurt: Peter Lang, 1999. Pp. 171. $37.95 (Paper).
Reviewed by John P. Zomchick, University of Tennessee
Current academic fashions in thinking about crimes and punishments in earlymodern England can be traced back to 1975, which saw the publication of three
influential works. Whigs and Hunters by E. P. Thompson and the collection of
essays by Thompson et. al., Albion's Fatal Tree, jtunp-started interdisciplinary
interest in the ideological functions of crime and punishment. Michel Foucault's
Discipline and Punish brought high-powered continental theory to the study of the
roles of power and punishment in the construction of the modern subject. It is
hard to overestimate the influence of these studies upon those who wished to
open up the literary canon both to non-canonical texts and to interpretive
protocols from other scholarly discipUnes. Since 1975 literary scholars such as
Lincoln Faller, John Bender, Lennard Davis and Ian BeU (these last two have
essays in this collection) published major studies that established a critical
paradigm in thinking about narratives (fictional and factual), crime, and social
order. Nothing in this new collection of essays challenges that established
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paradigm; rather, each of the essays adds some new objects to a familiar critical
landscape.
Of the nine essays in this vol\ime, only that by Franco Marenco on the
construction of the other dvudng the early colonization of North America strays
from the topic. The others stick to the sphit of the collection's title, if not entirely
to its letter. Five of the eight remaining essays employ a common methodology,
perhaps best described as giving the representations of crime and punishment
symptomatic readings, long-practiced in and well-known to historical cultural
studies. This common interpretive paradigm leads to a certain uniformity—if not
monotony—of argument about the narratives. The argument goes something like
this: public fascination with criminal narratives (in various forms) expresses and
thus helps manage the anxieties of a rapidly-expanding, "modern" market society,
where social relationships become increasingly transactional and newly-acquired
wealth insecure. In the longest essay in this collection, Rosamaria Loretelli
explains the appeal of one Colonel Turner, subject of four different books in 1664,
and ultimately hanged for theft, in the following way: "He must...have captured
the imagination and aroused the fears of the middle class,.. .a class obsessed with
the fear of theft, and for whom dissimulation coidd only mean fraud, which in
turn meant losing the fruits of a lifetime's work and hence financial ruin, poverty
and despair" ("Trial by Cheap Print" 43). The same idea is repeated by Roberto
De Romanis in his essay: "literature of crime, true to its vocation of attesting to
the greatest fears or least confessed desires of an era, highlighted the feeling of
terror inspired by the army of impostors then apparently occupying every sphere
of British society" ("Camouflaged Identities, Criminal Writings" 60). Thus, in the
representations of the brave new world that emerge from these two essays, the
alchemical powers of capital melt everything that vras solid into thin air, including
a determinate identity.
Even when the power of capital does not create anxieties about money or
identity, it still lurks in the background as a cause of the narratives' popular
appeal. In Janet Todd's discussion of Mary Carleton's story, for example, capital
appears in disguised form as poSticalnsistance to Stuart absolutism: "Mary Carleton,
unassimilated to rogue literature, with her royal claims, her unfixedness, her
impudent masqtierade of gender and rank represents in the last resort the criminal
femizatioh
of restored monarchy which, by 1673 [the year that Carleton was
hanged for petty theft], a good number of people would dearly like to have put on
trial and hanged" ("The German Princess: Criminalities of Gender and Class"
112). In another essay in this volume, Ruth Perry argues that later eighteenthcentury novels are able to "mentalae sex" and produce the middle-class motber
and wife (again, a familiar claim) because of "the separation of women from their
consanguineal kin groups and...[of] the new paradigm of wage labor which made
possible on a new scale the commodification of all human activity" ("Good Girls
and Fallen Women: Representations of Prostitutes in Eighteenth-Century English
Fiction" 96,101). This, she argues, explains the frequency of scenes in which the
heroines of novels from Clarissa to Evelina often find themselves in the company
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of prostitutes, who, if they are not criminals themselves, are certainly associated
with the criminal imderworld. Perry makes the interesting observation that the
novels construct hegemonic subjectivity through forced encounters with quasicriminals.
If we have grown accustomed to the claim that narratives construct the
subject according to the discoiuses in dominance, critics such as Lennard Davis
have taught us to recogni2e also the subversive moments in the "double
discourse" of criminality. In an essay on Hogarth's series Industry and Idleness m this
volume, Ian BeU argues that Hogarth'sdidactic (thus affirmative) aim is ultimately
subverted by both his representational aesthetic and his truly conservative politics;
"The simple clarity of diligence rewarded and indolence punished begins to be
obscured by the power of money and influence, and Hogarth's narrative moves
from expressing this straightforward moral message to interrogating such easy
assumptions" ('Tostcards of theHanging: The Representation of Crime in WiUiam
Hogarth's Industry and Idknesi' 140). Such turns fi;om the hegemonic to the
subversive can also be found in the essays by Loretelli and De Romattis.
The rest of the essays in the volume do not treat narrative as an allegory for
the emergent bourgeois class. In separate essays, Michael Harris and Marinella
Salari consider the dependence of the publishing trade on criminal narratives.
Harris looks at newspapers, the Licensing Acts, and the subsequent control of the
Ordinary of Newgate's Accounts by the Lord Mayor of London as failed efforts
at controlling the dissemination of crime stories. (Here, the market defeats
"government.") Salari compares the genre of Lucianic Dialogues to standard
criminal biographies to make the somewhat unremarkable observation that the
Dialogues of the Dead were primarily ironic, calling into question the reliability of
the news accounts and d}ring speeches. Finally, in the most entertaining essay in
the volume, Lennard Davis retells the story of a Dutch sailor executed for sodomy
in order to ask us not so much to consider what the accotmt reveals about the past
but rather to examine out own critical practice upon the narrative fragments from
the cultural margins of early modernity. In our attempt to supply that which has
been lost, he argues, we ought to be aware of our own potential complicity with
still-dominant ideologies.
A reader coming to this collection in hopes of finding a new way of thinking
about criminal narratives will be disappointed. Nonetheless, most of these essays
still appeal to our prurient curiosity about the desperate and the de-praved,
especially their origins and their ends. At their best, they provide us with yet more
fascinating stories from the archive of early modern crime.
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Jacqueline Pearson, Women's Reading in Britain,
1750-1835. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,1999.
Pp. X + 300. $59.95.
Reviewed hy Paula R. Backscheider, Pepperell Eminent
Scholar, Auburn University
Jacqueline Pearson'sWomen's^adinginBritain, 1750-1833is an essential reference
book and, somewhat surprisingly, enjoyable reading. Pearson's mastery of—^not
just familiarity with—^primary, secondary, and theoretical texts is a wonder. Her
subjects are representations of reading women and what, where, and how
historical women read. On both subjects, there is now considerable literature, and
she brings together, analyzes, and extends major categories of it. In her final
chapter, she says that she is most surprised by "the ubiquity of the woman reader
in discourses of all. kinds—of gender and sexuality, education, economics, class,
'race,' social stability and revolution, science, history and so on" (219). Many
eighteenth-century scholars and critics have already reached or accepted this
conclusion.
What, then, makes this book so valuable? Certainly the intelligent,
comprehensive reading and its accessible, well-organized, economical presentation
and the variety of aspects of the subject treated in sagely designed chapters.
Pearson is alert to current critical debates and eighteenth-century issues, and, with
its wealth of primary evidence. Women's Beading will be an essential source for
scholars and critics working on everything from women's history to attitudes
toward revolution for many years. Most of all, the book is valuable because of her
analyses of vdiere the evidence is,how many kinds of evidence there are, how this
evidence was and is being read, and how many issues it impacts and illuminates.
Her overviews of fields of inquiry, her summaries of research and positions on
issues, and especially her bibliography and endnotes will be consulted for years.
In spite of the fact that so much is covered, she is able to treat almost every
discrete topic with adequate attention and sometimes to tease out new insights.
Sometimes, however, sections are too derivative, and two problems occur: every
source is treated as if it were equally valuable and some omnibus notes are
absolutely meaningless. Note 53, page 234, for example, puts WoUstonecraft's
Vindication, Chapone's letters, and Bradford Mudge's biography of Sara Colerid^
on the same footing to demonstrate women's attitudes toward poetry. Note 62,
page 245, reads "Varma, Evergreen Tree, p. 15; James White, preface to The
Adventures ofBJchard Coeur-de-Uon (1791); Courtney Melmoth,Famify Secrets(1797),
I, pp. 338—9; Leigh Hunt, The Maidservant (1816), cit. Raymond Irwin, The EngUsh
Uhraty: Sources and History (1966), p. 255." This glosses, among other things, the
assertion that"Boarding-school girls obtained novels 'clandestinely' and read them
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in bed" (112). With that kind of citation, how on eatth is the scholar going to find
the source of this information? But this is, perhaps, qtiibbling over wealth.
The book is divided into seven chapters with a substantial introduction,
which reminds us of how ubiquitous and contradictory opinions about women's
reading were and explains the most important contextual currents from a variety
of domains, such as the trend of defining the sexes through binary opposition and
the evolving print culture with its implications for publication, reading habits,
accessibility of reading materials, and literacy. Later chapters will use to good
effect the impact of such cultural movements as the "vogue of 'uncultivated
genius'" and of the grotvth of the periodical press (187 ff.). Pearson identifies the
key issues that she will address in chapter after chapter as "the elision of sexuality
and textuality, the dangers of novel-reading, reading and its various relationships
to domesticity, family, and community, and the temptations of resisting reading"
(ix—x). This list suggests the multiplicity of theoretical approaches she brings to
bear on the subject Just as she can use the tools of mainline materialist feminists
and of social historians, she can work withJacques Derrida's framing of reading
as transformational and Judith Fetterley's useful concept of the "resisting reader,"
the reader who finds a subversive, heartening message within a text she has been
taught to read as the dominant, masculine culture wotild. Rather than producing
a mish-mash of theory, she draws from these methodologies as part of her strategy
of looking at women's reading and its representation from as many angles as
possible in order to explore the subject more fully than anyone has done before.
Pearson agrees with the current opinion that the female reading public was
of enormous cultural and commercialsignificance. In her first chapter she surveys
male writers' attitudes to their female readers. This is the only chapter where the
enormity of the topic noticeably overwhelms the space devoted to it Pearson
selects Richardson, Johnson, and Byron as case studies, and to some extent her
endnotes, which refer the reader to more detailed studies such as Tom Keymer's
'Richardson 'r Clarissa and the 'Eighteenth-Century Reader, compensate for the necessarily
sketchy treatment. Richardson, for instance,is treated in five pages, and Johnson,
whose "helpfulness" to women writers is a matter of active exploration and
revision, in less than four. Missing from this chapter is attention to reviewers,
publishers, and biographers/ anthologi2ers,and each deserves a section. Reviews
in the period were extremely gendered, routinely pointing out the benefits and
enjoyments in a book for each sex, and occasionally using shocking language to
describe, for instance, a fertile woman bringing forth a book each year. Edmimd
Cave and" especially Ralph Griffiths and Robert Dodsley published numerous
works by women, and their contributions to the shaping of the culture's picture
of the commercialized woman reader as well as their opinions about women
writers and readers are significant omissions.
Chapter two is a survey, genre by genre, of what women read and includes
some useful corrections of earlier studies including J. Paul Hunter's Before Novels.
Chapters three and four both bear the title "The Pleasures and Perils of Reading."
These chapters develop the contradictions in attitudes toward reading in dozens
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of persuasive, amusing, and imaginative ways. Chapter three imaginatively
demonstrates women's uses of reading even as it proves that "each reading
pleasure is haunted by a dark double" (105) and offers a number of solid
interpretations of women writers' depictions of readii^ in their novels. In other
texts, such as WoUstonecraft's, she argues that reading was a means even to
communicate across age and class lines.
Chapter four takes Laetitia Pilkington, Frances Bumey d'Arblay, Elizabeth
Carter, and Jane Austen as case studies. Pearson is not afraid to state what they
represent; Burney, she says, "is a textbook case, reading all those genres generally
recommended to women" (136). All but Carter, of course, have been more
extensively treated as readers and depicters of readingby other critics, but Pearson
uses them to chart several important and changing attitudes as well as to access
class differences. In many ways, this chapter represents the strengths and
weaknesses of Women'sReading. Carter is, indeed, "a minority but influential model
of female authorship" (137), and it is highly useful to be reminded of that fact.
After all. Carter's translation of A// the Works of Epictetus (printed by Samuel
Richardson in 1758) remained the standard English text at least through 1966, the
last year it was reprinted in the Dent Everyman's library series. Moreover,
Pearson rightly notes thatJohnson's approving comment that she could "make a
pudding as well as translate Epictetus" has obscured "tensions which she resolved
only partiall/' (138). We are to learn about these tensions, however, only by going
to Ae library and reading Pearson's sources. To be fair, it is not Pearson's project
to go into such detail even on one of her selected case studies; rather, she is gjving
us a praiseworthy survey of the issues and the evidence that can be brought to
beat on them. Surely her discussions of the debate within Carter's circle over
"reading books of a bad tendency" and of women's desire to read female writers
are more solid contiibutions than a reviewof Carter's struggle to balancedomestic
and literary duties. Here Pearson rises to one of her most outspoken conclusions:
"They were searching not only for female contemporaries but also for their own
legitimation througha moral female tradition counter to that of thescandal writers
which would vindicateand validate their own literary ambitions" (142). While the
evidence given doesnot quite support this conclusion (the Carter sectionis a mere
five pages and covers a lot of ground), it is certainly a hypothesis worthy of
advancing and of recommending to other scholars to test. The conclusion of this
chapter makes clear that Pearson sees an optimistic, progressive plot to her study.
She describes Carter as "identifying herself both wi^ a classical gynephobic and
a modem gynocentric literature" andJane Austen as showing none of "Burney's
anxiety about reading and confidently...using it as a vehicle to claim and to
challenge cultural authority" (151). Just as some sections of this book are too brief
to be persuasive, conclusions like this rest on too slim a foundation and flirt with
dashing off a sentence that puts a hasty period to a fruitful, wide-ranging
discussion. Other sections, however, make solid arguments, as does the section
on Austen's NorthangerAbb^.
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The next three chapters approach the topic of women's reading in creative
ways. Chapter five asks where, with whom, and how women should read;chapter
six considers the growing impact of class antagonisms and prejudices on the
gendering of reading and reading material, and chapter seven looks at four novels
in which novel reading is a major part of the plot. Although the discussion of the
gendered implications of various kinds of libraries has been done better by
Barbara Benedict, this and the related discussion of when women found time to
read are essential parts of Pearson's inq\iiry. Moreover, Pearson brings Cathedral
libraries to our attention and makes a solid contribution to our knowledge of how
women of various classes gained access to erudite books. Most originally, she
argues that the private library shifted from a site of male privilege to "an image of
domesticity, a 'family space'" (158-60). This ability to extend arguments, to read
evidence independentiy and anew, helps hold the attention of even the most
expert reader. Just how alert Pearson is might be illustrated by her depiction of
how reading in bed further associated reading with women's bodies and by her list
of women seriously burned while reading late at night. Although a forthcoming
book by Patricia Michaelson will supercede Pearson's treatment of reading aloud
and the controversial growth of silent perhaps masturbatory) reading, Pearson
introduces the topic well. The final chapter and conclusion bring together
Pearson's major themes and point out rightly that what was at stake in the
contesting of women's reading was "women's stake in culture," with "culture"
defined in its broadest sense.
A central trope in the depiction of women readers is misreading. The forms
of misreading are myriad. Dizzy women succumb to fashion frenzy and want the
ribbons, hats, dresses, and theatre tickets they read about. Idiot women believe
the romance, man, and marriage of their dreams are teal possibilities. Stupid
women read every erudite tome from satire to georgic as literal statement.
Uneducated women move their eyes across the lines of Paradise Lost and An Essay
on Human Understanding, and either don't comprehend a word or make ludicrous
interpretations. Naive women revere MacKenzie and Minifie equally. Poor
women commit inadvertent acts of deconstruction, pitying Caleb Williams instead
of identifying with Falkland and feeling deep sympathy for his "nobleness,
sensibility, and errors" (181). To a large extent, all of these opinions and
representations are now familiar, and we know that the novel reading woman was
the most dangerous and wrongheaded of all. The debate today is whether by1765
the reading or the writingwoman was the most threatening and prevailing symbol
of the transgressive woman. An underlying drama in Pearson's book provides
answers to this engaging question. She shows the many, many ways women
resisted, subverted, and successfully managed to protect and even help shape the
image of the woman writer. And she shows the woman reader becoming a more
and more important cultural phenomena and symbol, one whose historical and
individual practices and whose image were bitterly contested with huge—and
recognized—stakes.
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Pearson gives her topic the seriousness and range that it deserves, and she
moves effortlessly from depicting the women caught in that time period and its
contradictory demands on them ('The very intensity with which women desired
to read might itself be dangerously self-assertive," 107) to participating in the most
engaging critical inquiries of our time. Her final literary interpretation is
surpassingly clever. She reminds us of the invisible readers in Mary Shelley's
Frankenstein-. Safie, "whose reading enables the creature's entrance to culture," and
Margaret Walton, "to whom the whole is addressed...the novel's touchstone for
moral and social value," a marked contrast to Walton and Frankenstein (220).
Although there are more scholarly, carefully argued, and detailed books on the
woman reader, historical and represented, none provides such a useful
introduction to the issues, sources, and stakes.

Jason Whittaker, William Blake and the Myths of Britain.
New York: St, Martin's Press, 1999. Pp. xi + 215. $55.00.
Reviewed by Denise Vultee, University of North Carolina
Jason Whittaker sets out to show how antiquarian discourse informs Blake's use
of British mythology. Much of this territory remains unexplored, despite
stimulating discussions by David Worrall ("Blake's Jerusakm and the Visionary
History of Britain," Studies in 'Romantidsm 16 [1977]: 189-216) and Jon Mee (in
Dangerous Enthusiasm: WilSam Blake andthe Culture ofBaScalismin the 1790s [Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1992]). This book's five chapters recapitulate many of their
themes: Blake's complex characterization of Albion, his understandingof bardism
and druidism, his treatment of megaliths and human sacrifice. Whittaker seeks to
differentiate WilRam Blake and the Mjths ofBritenn, a revision of his 1995 doctoral
thesis, from these earlier studies by emphasizing Blake's later prophecies, Milton
and Jerusalem-, foregrounding religion and psychology rather than politics; and
drawing on poststructural critical theories often considered incompatible with
historicism. This, at least, is the approach announced in the introduction. In
practice, Milton and Jerusalem occupy less than half the text, and the connections
between psychology and British myth are often unclear.
The overviewof British mythography from the sixth century to Blake's time
relies heavily on previous scholarship—a tendency that persists throughout the
book—and suffers from lapses in identification. Blake's patron WlJiam Hayley
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becomes "Thomas," E. P. Thompson's name is frequendy misspelled,and readers
must wait until the chapter on bards to learn that Edward Williams and lolo
Morganwg are the same person.
A discussion of migration narratives va.America (1793), Europe (1794), and The
Songo/Los (1795) opens the chapter on British national origins, a theme associated
in Blake's later prophecieswith the giant Albion. Some of Whittaker's suggestions
about these earlier works are intriguing: for example, that America "could be
Blake's revolutionary answer to Bacon's autocratic ideal state" in the New Atlantis
(26). Others, like his assumption that the "terrible wandering comets" associated
with Mars on America plate 5 refer to "the asteroids between Mars and Jupiter"
(23), are less convincing. (When Blake eXc^tA America in 1793, the asteroid belt
had yet to be discovered.) Albion himself is said to represent for Blake "the
matrix of the self (16), which seeks "its deferred sexual origins in the mother and
father," a quest that parallels the mythographers' pursuit of originsin creation and
flood narratives (41). Whittaker rightly points out Blake's ambivalence toward this
parental figure: "if Blake wishes for legitimacy as a son of Albion, he also wishes
to expose the bounds of that father's tyranny" (42). His reading of Milton and
Jerusalem, however, tests on shakier ground; it is not at all apparent that Los's
contentions with Albion in these texts are, as he claims, a son's struggles "to give
a form to his father" (42).
The dialectic between bards and druids, long recognked as a central feature
of Blake's poems, occupies two chapters. Blake's bard, who has a privileged
relationship to the divine, symbolizes "an authentic religious experience, one
which Blake sought to recuperate" (16) but one that remains problematic, for "the
authority which validates the Bard's statements may be no more than the repressed
memory of the powerful father who can repress further potential utterances he
does not desire" (113). Druids, conversely, play a consistently negative role in
Blake's poems. Whittaker attempts to complicate Blake's response to druidism by
using "serpent temples" and "patriarchal religion" as springboards for examining
serpent symbolism in Tiriel and the Oedipal complex in Uric^en. These concerns
lend themselves readily to the kind of psychoanalytic reading Whittaker prefers,
•but because they deal with tangential matters (serpents are not, after all, serpent
temples) in works that antedate Blake's first explicit mention of druids by several
years, they shed little light on the role of druids in Milton and Jerusalem.
A more rewarding line of inquiry is Blake's association of druidism with
British empiricism. Worrall has already covered this ground, but it continues to
yield valuable insights. Whittaker plausibly suggests that Blake may have
connected thedruids with Scandinavia becauseWalter Charleton's Chorea Gigantum
(1662) mistakenly identified Stonehenge as a Danish coronation site (155).
Charleton also wrote about Epicurus (155)—a link worth exploring further for its
relevance to.a poet who associated rocks with both druids and atoms.
Sacrifice, a major theme in Blake's work, comprises not only the druids'
human sacrifices but the related concepts of war, atonement, and the positive
form of sacrifice Blake calls "self-annihilation." Whittaker's focus on the sexual
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nature of human sactiEce steers the argument away from antiquarian discourse:
Blake's character Tirzah, for example, "becomes the oppressive phallic
mother...castrating the male to take his phallus which has been stolen from her
by the 'castration' of society" (169). Even Blake's relationship to Milton is
characterized hereas a struggle against a "totemic father who demanded the blood
of his own children's inadequacies on his altars in sacrifice" (167). This kind of
reading requires a more precisely delineated picture of Blake's complex treatment
of sacrifice and its connection with British mythology than Whittaker supplies.
The discussions of Blake's visual representations of Cain and his sketches of
the "Visionary Heads" of Edward I and William Wallace in the last two chapters
call attention to the lack of illustrations. This omission is not serious in the case
of the illuminated books, which are readily available in the Blake Trust editions
and the on-line William Blake Archive, but reproductions of these less accessible
works would help readers follow and assess Whittaker's arguments.
Blake's relationship to British mythography remains fertile ground for future
studies. Many of Whittaker's readings, when they can be heard above the other
voices that crowd his book, contribute usefully to such a project. A thorough
historical analysis of the "matter of Britain" and its bearing on Blake's work would
allow such readings to rest on a firmer foundation than this volume provides.

